Drawing Resources

http://www.draw23.com/
Fast videos of basic techniques. Good for review.

http://www.wikihow.com/Draw-Still-Life
Brief instructions with short videos of basic techniques. Good for beginners and review.

Online book. Very thorough - good for all students.

“Learning To Draw” by Robert Kaupelis,
Published by: Watson-Guptill Publishing

“Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain” by Betty Edwards,
Published by: Tarcher

“The Natural Way to Draw” by Kimon Nicolaides,
Published by: Houghton Mifflin Company

Books. Good for beginners.
Photography Resources

http://digital-photography-school.com/5-still-life-lighting-tips-for-beginners/

Quick hit of the main important concepts in photography.


More in-depth tips, including an example of a photo backdrop.


Collection of resources for all aspects of photography - using your camera, composition, and image editing.